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Rip This Book? Not Yet.
Steven Levy

Could the publishing industry get Napsterized? That was my first thought when I saw the marketing materials for

the Atiz BookSnap, the first consumer device that enables you to "release the content" of your books by

transforming the printed words on the page into digital files that can be read on computers and handheld

e-readers. "It's not a scanner," proclaims a banner on the Atiz Web site. "It's a book ripper." Though ripping

(which means transferring content from an external medium to your computer) does not necessary imply an act of

piracy, I couldn't help but wonder whether this was a sign of impending apocalypse on Publishers' Row, a scenario

that could end up with people file-sharing John Grisham's latest they way they do now with the newest Vampire

Weekend tunes.

Google's Book Battle

Lead law impacts children's booksA federal law intended to keep
dangerous levels of lead out of children's products has had an
unexpected side effect on the publishing industry.
2/20/2009 5:13:19 PM

A federal law intended to keep dangerous levels of lead out of children's products has had an unexpected side

effect on the publishing industry.. ...

Source: Bakersfield Californian

Elsevier Titles Win Four PROSE Awards From Association of
American Publishers
2/17/2009 1:58:27 PM

Awards Confirm Elsevier's Leadership in Medical E-Products and Books in Clinical Medicine, Nursing and Allied

Health. . . . - Elsevier's Procedures...

Source: PharmaLive

American Chemical Society publications win...
2/13/2009 1:32:49 AM

The American Chemical Society (ACS), the world's largest scientific society, has won two prestigious PROSE

awards for excellence in scholarly...

Source: First Science

Springer titles honored by Association of American...
2/12/2009 1:10:28 AM

We submitted the Springer Handbook of Robotics to the PROSE Awards because Springer was convinced that it

constitutes the most authoritative...

Source: First Science

Anti-open access bill is back
2/7/2009 5:39:43 AM

News: A bill aimed at undoing the NIH's mandate to make federally-funded research manuscripts freely available

on PubMed Central within a year of ...

Source: The Scientist
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